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The Long Island by Atrium Homes.

With you every
step of the way
Specialising in grand designs, especially
in established inner-city suburbs, Atrium
Homes considers every detail in a build –
from the demolition of an existing home,
all the way to the small details in the
ﬁnal product.
Providing a personalised service with
meticulous back-and-forth planning, Atrium
Homes Sales and Marketing Director Daniel
Marcolina said the possibilities were endless
when designing a custom home, particularly
when the project involved a demolition.
“We coordinate the demolition of the home as
part of our standard services. But, even before
that, we actually advise people on whether the
block is suited to their budget and style,” he
said. “That’s always really important because

quite often we get a lot of people who come
to us with a block but their expectations are
just so far different from what reality is in terms
of costs and size.”
Mr Marcolina said Atrium Homes offered a
no-obligation, no-cost service of meeting the
client onsite to go through all the details and
work out what they’re looking for in a home,
with the team made up of in-house designers,
as well as external designers who have their
own unique ﬂair.

the ideas they think might be fantastic actually
don’t work out as good as expected.

“The more information they can give to our
team at the design stage, the better the result
is going to be the ﬁrst time around,” he said.

“So, once you have a ﬁrst design, you’ve got
something to work with – it’s an important
process and you can’t rush it.”

“Sometimes it’s one of those things where you
just have to get ideas on paper, and some of

Mr Marcolina said the Atrium Homes team
designed rendered, computer-generated
imagery of the home before beginning
construction and inspected every inch and
price, right down to the clothesline and
letterbox – something often left to the owner’s
own devices.

Render of Atrium Homes’ Applecross custom build.

Completed custom build by Atrium Homes at Applecross.

“Some people just prefer to build the home
and then the clients are left to ﬁnish everything
off, but we offer a service which can be all
inclusive,” he said.
“Sometimes people prefer to do things
themselves but they’ve ended up getting stuck
in a bit of stress, so using preferred contacts,
even if our clients deal with them directly, we
have no problems with that.”
Building bespoke homes, each with their
own character and distinctive design, Atrium
Homes recently completed a custom build in
Applecross, with the design centred around the
existing outdoor cabana.

Another custom home in City Beach saw the
builder initially set to demolish an outhouse
but instead added weatherboard cladding and
installed stacking doors to turn the previously
unwanted space into a gym for the client to
enjoy.
For Mr Marcolina, his favourites are the designs
that add a touch of yesteryear and history to
the new build.
“We love it and we encourage it,” he said.
“Sometimes clients might not want it, but they
might want the old world-war charm.
“We’ve done a few homes recently with
exposed recycled brick throughout, and it just
adds a bit of character and ﬂair, keeping the
original aesthetics and charm.”
Also offering an end-to-end tailored service is
Atrium Homes’ sister company Sage by Atrium.
The custom homes are speciﬁcally tailored for
customers who may be time-poor or want to
leave the whole build process in the hands of
generations of building experience for the best
result.
For more information, call 6310 8888
or visit www.atrium-homes.com.au.

